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Adams Family (John and Mary) submitted by Mary Lowe Waugh (1)
Adams, B. S. and Tallie submitted by Jo Jones Adams (2)
Adams, Bausie Spurgeon and Tallie Elizabeth Burton submitted by Virginia Adams Stroud (3)
Adams, Don R. and Jo Jones submitted by Jo Jones Adams (4)
Adams, Fred Bryan and Sandra Elizabeth Parker submitted by Sandra P. Adams (5)
Adams, Joshua Lineage submitted by Lorene Snow Dockery and Lynn Ellen Snow (6)
Adams, Samuel Greene submitted by Lorene Snow Dockery and Lynn Ellen Snow (6)
Adams, Joshua submitted by Lorene Snow Dockery and Lynn Ellen Snow (6)
Adams, Joshua Zebaddee submitted by Lorene Snow Dockery and Lynn Ellen Snow (6)
Adams, Annie Eva (Snow) submitted by Lorene Snow Dockery and Lynn Ellen Snow (6)
Adams, Joshua and His Descendants submitted by Mary Frances Roberts Mabe (7)
Adams, Reverend Nathaniel H. submitted by Jo Jones Adams (8)
Alberty Family (Frederick) submitted by Thelmore Alberty (9)
Alberty, Nathan and Rebecca submitted by Thelmore Alberty (9)
Alberty, Lemuel and Lucinda submitted by Thelmore Alberty (9)
Alberty, Lemuel Bramlet submitted by Ellen Lowman Money (10)
Alfano, Vincenzo "Big Jim" submitted by John W. Belchee (11)
Allen, Carl Woodrow and Ida Hunt Family submitted by Norma Allen Huffman (12)
Allen, Charles Oliver and Brenda Marsh Family submitted by Brenda M. Allen (13)
Allen, Clyde Family submitted by Clyde R. Allen (14)
Allen, John Augustus submitted by John Augustus Allen (15)
Allen, Dr. Moses Young submitted by Rebecca Pruitt Allen (16)
Allen, Oliver Willie and Ruth Fulk Family submitted by Charles O. Allen (17)
Allen, Thomas Ray Family submitted by Thomas Ray Allen (18)
Allen, William Thomas submitted by Thomas R. Allen (19)
Allred, Jesse F. submitted by Betty Lou Wallace (20)
Anthony Family (Thomas F.) submitted by James E. Cockerham (21)
Apperson Family (William) submitted by Jennie Lee Allen (22)
Armfield Family (John) submitted by Valeria J. Shuford and Sarah J. Howerton (23)
Armstrong Family (James "Jim" Henderson) submitted by Geneva Armstrong Key (24)
Armstrong, Andrew K. and Francis K.) submitted by Geneva Armstrong Key (24A)
Armstrong, James Laymon submitted by Faye Armstrong Terrell (24A)
Arrington, Daniel submitted by Harvey Lineback (25)
Arrington, Daniel Descendants submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (26)
Ashburn, John Samuel Family submitted by Alease Wright Lambert (27)
Ashby, Dr. Edward Clayton submitted by Mrs. Edward Ashby (28)
Atkins Family (Mrs. Martha "Pattie") submitted by Hester Jackson (28A)
Atkins, Thomas submitted by Hester Jackson (28A)
Atkins, Ruel submitted by Hester Jackson (28A)
Atkins, Pascal submitted by Hester Jackson (28A)
Atkins, Jeremiah "Jerry" submitted by Hester Jackson (28A)
Atkins, Charlie Marshall submitted by Susan V. Goings and Aileen Atkins Goings (29)
Atkins, Thomas Monroe submitted by Bernice Gordon Vogler (30)
Atkins, Samuel submitted by Bernice Gordon Vogler (30)
Atkins, Samuel Walter submitted by Bernice Gordon Vogler (30)
Atkins, William "Capt. Billy" and Descendants submitted by Violet K. Young (31)
Atkinson, Edwin Family submitted by Edwin Atkinson (32)
Atkinson, Elizabeth Horton Ingram submitted by Virginia Lee Satterfield (33)
Atkinson, Frank A. Family submitted by Paul M. McCraw (34)
Atkinson, Samuel Hugh and Ola Reeves Marion submitted by Joyce Atkinson Ingram (35)
Atkinson, Samuel Josiah and Sarah Russell Jones submitted by Joyce Atkinson Ingram (36)
Attwood, Celia Katheren submitted by Juanita Carpenter (37)
Axson Family (Joseph H.) submitted by Forester Booker, III (38)
Axson, Joseph H. and Mary Setliff submitted by Forester Booker, III (39)
Ayers, Henry Leroy and Roxie Ann Bullin submitted by Annette Ayers (40)
Ayers, John Ellis and Lydia (Lottie) Mildred Ashburn submitted by Annette Ayers (41)
Ayers, Johnnie Oscar submitted by Annette Ayers (42)
Ayers, Johnnie Oscar and Vallie Artances Edwards submitted by Annette Ayers (43)

Badgett, Nicholas N. submitted by Edith Badgett Snow (44)
Baker, Carl Clifton and Minnie Coe submitted by Garnett (Baker) Mickles (44A)
Baker, Floyd C. and Myrtle Smith Family submitted by Myrtle Smith Baker (45)
Baker, John A. (Bud) and Betty Jane Denny Family submitted by Myrtle Baker (46)
Baker, Thomas Jefferson and Delaware Crowder submitted by Garnett (Baker) Mickles (47)
Banner Family (John and Elisha) submitted by Virginia Smith Crowell (48)
Barber Family (James Monroe) submitted by Inez B. Jessup (49)
Barker, Joseph Hiram Family submitted by Gladys J. Barker (50)
Barker, Lonnie Joe and Gladys Jones submitted by Gladys Jones Barker (51)
Barker, Thomas J. Family submitted by Gladys J. Barker (52)
Bass, James Christopher Family submitted by Mrs. N. B. Jones (53)
Beamer, Brady and Levora submitted by Gladys Beamer and Mildred Beamer Matthews (54)
Beamer, Charlie and Vissie submitted by Mildred Beamer Matthews (55)
Beamer, Children of Charlie and Vissie submitted by Mildred Beamer Matthews (56)
Beamer, Claude and Ada submitted by Curtis Beamer (57)
Beamer, Clyde Dixie submitted by Clyde Dixie Beamer, Jr. (58)
Beamer, Henry J. and T. Catherine submitted by Mildred Beamer Matthews (59)
Beamer, Pete and Kittie Thompson McMickle submitted by Nancy Beamer Hiatt (60)
Beamer, Peter Wilson submitted by Agness C. Beamer Lange (61)
Beasley, Cora Lee Fulk submitted by Rebecca Beasley Pendleton (62)
Beasley, John William Family submitted by Carole B. Sperry (63)
Beck, Dock C. Family submitted by Betty S. Beck (64)
Berrier, William "Will" submitted by Marie Berrier Simpson (64A)
Belton and Barker Family submitted by Gladys J. Barker (65)
Bennett, James Martin Descendants submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (66)
Bennett, Noah Calvin submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (66A)
Billings, Joe Bill Sr. Family submitted by Peggy Hardy (67)
Bivins Family (James Breckenridge) submitted by Elizabeth Bacon (68)
Bivins, Ohna Kathleen Poindexter submitted by Elizabeth Bacon (69)
Blair, Calvin Coolidge submitted by Carole Blair Bledsoe (70)
Blain, William Bunyan submitted by Carole Blair Bledsoe (71)
Bledsoes (Richard Henderson) submitted by Mrs. Billy Junior (Carole) Bledsoe (72)
Bledsoe, Otis Israel submitted by Mrs. Billy Junior (Carole) Bledsoe (73)
Bledsoe, Richard Henderson and Family submitted by Mrs. Billy Junior (Carole) Bledsoe (74)
Blackburn Family (Bryson Lafayette) submitted by Eleanor Faye Watson (75)
Blackburn, James Rufus and Hettie Calloway Family submitted by Ruby B. Lambert (76)
Blevins Family (Meridith) submitted by Kathryn Blevins Carter (77)
Blevins, Christopher Columbus submitted by Kathryn Blevins Carter (77)
Blevins, David Hamilton submitted by Kathryn Blevins Carter (77)
Brim, William Moses submitted by Nola Brim Brown (111A)
Bryant, Thomas W. Family submitted by Grace Hill (112)
Bullin Family (William) submitted by Juanita Carpenter (113)
Bullin, Hiram Family submitted by Sadie Bullin (114)
Bullin, Julius Martin Snyder and Cora Ann Mabe submitted by Annette Ayers (115)
Bullington Family (John Henry) submitted by John Roy Bullington III (116)
Bullington, Walter Lee and Loretta Elizabeth submitted by Brenda Brown (117)
Bunker, Emma Snow submitted by Angilina Mitchell (117A)
Burch Family (John, Sr.) submitted by James E. Cockerham (118)
Burch, Paul and Ennice submitted by Nell Fulcher (119)
Burrus Family (Thomas) submitted by Walter W. Harrington (120)
Burrus Family (Lee) submitted by Alma Burrus Holyfield (121)
Burrus, Robert S. and Ora Davis submitted by Marthaleene Davis (122)
Butner and Atkinson Family submitted by Sam Atkinson (123)
Butner, Henry Wolfe (124)
Byrd, Luther N. submitted by Mary Frances Mabe (125)
Byrd, William Walker and Nannie Hare submitted by Blendon B. Dobbins and Hazel Byrd (126)

Caldwell, Robert Manfred submitted by Hester Jackson (127)
Callaway Family (Joseph Callaway) submitted by Gil Robertson (128)
Calloway, Seven Generations submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (129)
Callaway, James Huston submitted by Walsie Callaway (130)
Callaway, John Walter submitted by Ruth Hanes (131)
Callaway, Robert Byrd and Almedia Nations submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (132)
Callahan, Robert submitted by Juna Ann Callahan (133)
Calloway, Rev. John Albert submitted by John Robert Calloway (134)
Campbell Family (Benjamin Jewett) submitted Mary Anne Hodges (135)
Campbell, William Augustus and Mary Etta Schaub submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (135)
Canipe/Bray Family submitted by Ruby Bray Canipe (136)
Carpenter Family (William Carpenter) submitted by Juanita Carpenter (137)
Carson, Charlie Fergerson submitted by Dorothy Carson (138)
Cartwright, Joseph submitted by Mrs. Peggy H. Gregory (139)
Caudles (Nura Seymour) (139A)
Caudle, John Wesley Sidney Lee and Laura Leemma Sams submitted by Mae Powell (140)
Caudle, Rufus Arnold and Effie Marion submitted by Mrs. Dolly C. Hauser (141)
Caudle, Sid and Laura Sams submitted by Fannie C. Taylor and Mae Taylor Powell (142)
Caudle, Simon Peter submitted by Bernice Caudle (143)
Caudle, N. Seymour submitted by Bernice Caudle (143)
Caudle, James Robert submitted by Bernice Caudle (143)
Cave, John submitted by Elsie Woods Doke (144)
Cave, Reuben and Benjamin submitted by Stella Cave Brindle (144A)
Chamberlain, Silas W. submitted by Joyce Chamberlain Gillespie (145)
Chaney, Abram Jr. submitted by Faye Edwards (146)
Chappell, James Murlin and Sarah Jones submitted by Lib Koontz (147)
Chatham Family (Alexander Chatham) (147A)
Chilton Family (Stephen Chilton) submitted by Luther N. Byrd (148)
Chilton, Marion Herman submitted by Mrs. Marion Herman Chilton (149)
Chipman, Joshua submitted by Lynn Ellen Snow (150)
Crissman Family (Joseph Mahlon) submitted by Joy Crissman Hemmings (151)
Click, A. G. submitted by Henry E. Dillon (152)
Click, Abel Graham submitted by Esther E. Click (153)
Click, Eugene Graham submitted by Henry E. Dillon (154)
Click, Lillian Gwyn submitted by Henry E. Dillon (155)
Coblur, James K. Polk submitted by Nola Brim Brown (155A)
Cockerhams (John) submitted by James E. Cockerham (155B)
Cockerham, Moses V. submitted by James E. Cockerham (155B)
Cockerham, Daniel Chandler submitted by James E. Cockerham (155B)
Cockerham, Daniel Jasper submitted by James E. Cockerham (155B)
Cockerham, Avery submitted by Kim Cockerham Adams (155C)
Cockerham, David submitted by James E. Cockerham (155D)
Cockerham, Thomas C. submitted by James E. Cockerham (155D)
Cockerham, John submitted by James E. Cockerham (155D)
Cockerham, Daniel C. submitted by James E. Cockerham (155D)
Cockerham, Hughes submitted by James E. Cockerham (155D)
Cockerham, William submitted by James E. Cockerham (155D)
Cockerham, Charity Jane submitted by James E. Cockerham (155D)
Cockerham, Elizabeth submitted by James E. Cockerham (155D)
Cockerham, Sarah submitted by James E. Cockerham (155D)
Cockerham, Joseph M. submitted by James E. Cockerham (155D)
Cockerham, Jesse Kimber submitted by Emily Holder Southard (155E)
Cockerham, John Ford and Elizabeth Poole submitted by Ann C. Moore (155F)
Cockerham, Joseph (Joe) R. submitted by Walsie Callaway (155G)
Cockerham, Pleasant B. submitted by Prof. Jay S. Hoar and James E. Cockerham (155H)
Cockerham, John E. submitted by Prof. Jay S. Hoar and James E. Cockerham (155H)
Cockerham, Aaron Scales submitted by Prof. Jay S. Hoar and James E. Cockerham (155H)
Cockerham, Jesse Kimber submitted by Prof. Jay S. Hoar and James E. Cockerham (155H)
Cockerham, James Elmer submitted by Prof. Jay S. Hoar and James E. Cockerham (155H)
Cockerham, William submitted by Dell C. Griffin (155I)
Coe Family (Timothy) submitted by Melba Allison Rector (156)
Coe, Ernest Cleveland submitted by Betty Perkins (157)
Coe, Grady and Lela submitted by Dorothy McCormick (158)
Coe, Harvey and Pearl Steele submitted by Virginia Clara Coe Martin (159)
Coe, Ira Winfield submitted by Dovie C. Hampton (160)
Coe, Thurston submitted by H. A. Jackson (160A)
Collins, Richard submitted by Loraine Hutchens Hudson (161)
Collins-Wood Family submitted by Bonnie Cooke Snody (162)
Comer Family (Henry Campbell ) submitted by Gail Comer Miller (162A)
Comer, Walter Sidney and Mattie Woltz submitted by Bob Comer (163)
Cook, James (Jim) submitted by Linda Cook Dollyhite (164)
Cook, Levi Sanford submitted by Glenda Hall Riddle (164A)
Cook, Sanford W. submitted by Roanalda (Tincy) C. Hall (164B)
Cooper, Alexander, David, John & Grady submitted by Martha Dobbins & Hester Jackson (165)
Covington, John Robert submitted by Martha C. Graham and Robert J. Covington (166)
Cox, Minervia Jessup (166A)
Creasy, Robert Ernest submitted by Shirley Creasy Casstevens (167)
Cree, Eliza Jane submitted by Fern Ramey Evans (168)
Cree, Elisha Edward and Sallie Rebecca Bennett submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (169)
Cree, Elisha and Descendants submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (170)
Cree, James Albert submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (171)
Cree, Elder James William submitted by Minnie Elizabeth Creed Stewart (171A)
Cree, Jefferson W. submitted by Juanita Carpenter (172)
Cree, Joseph William submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (173)
Cree, Wilson and Diannah Ellen Hull submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (174)
Crissman, Albert Gray Sr. submitted by Gladys C. Guydes (175)
Culler, William submitted by James Culler (176)

Davis Family (Warren Davis and Matilda Thorp) submitted by Juanita Carpenter (177)
Davis, Charles B. and Molly Burrus submitted by Marthelene Davis (178)
Davis, David Descendants submitted by Opal Joyce Melton (179)
Davis and Hodges Family submitted by Juanita Carpenter (180)
Davis, James Coleman and Johanna Elizabeth Watson submitted by David L. Patterson (181)
Davis, William Albert and Lottie Agnes Wolfe submitted by Brenda White Davis (182)
Davis, Maude Ella submitted by Tony Fowler (183)
Denny, Allen submitted by Donna L. Denny (184)
Denny, David Jones submitted by Mrs. Pansy Broughton (185)
Denny, Gabriel submitted by Alma Denny Taylor (186)
Denny, Rev. and Mrs. Gilmer C. submitted by Frances D. Allen (187)
Denny, Joel submitted by Zeb Denny (188)
Denny, John Willis and Betty Stamey Dodson submitted by Mrs. Pansy Broughton (189)
DeZarn, John Samuel submitted Wayne R. DeZarn and Marilyn D. Goodson (190)
Dezern, Nathaniel Augustus submitted by Brenda Brown (191)
Dillon, Henry E. submitted by Henry E. Dillon (192)
Dobbins, Nathan Abraham submitted by A. Maurice Dobbins and Fairy D. Wall (193)
Dobbins, Stephen Gilmer submitted by A. Maurice Dobbins and Fairy D. Wall (194)
Dobbins, Thomas Abraham "Tom" submitted by A. Maurice Dobbins & Fairy D. Wall (195)
Dobson Family (Henry Cornelius) submitted by Alice Blake Dobson Simonson (195A)
Dockery, Alvin submitted by Lorene "Jo" S. Dockery and Janie Dockery Taylor(196)
Dodd Family (Stephen) submitted by James E. Cockerham (196A)
Doddson and Easter Family submitted by Oscar A. Dodson (196B)
Dodson, Francis "Frank" Milton & Cora Lee Hill submitted by Ray Dodson & Ruby Bray(196C)
Dodson, John Clayborn & Rhoda Elizabeth Stone submitted by Foye Burge & Pansy Broughton(196D)
Dodson, John Edmond & Sarah Lucendy Stamey submitted by Foye Burge & Pansy Broughton(196D)
Dodson, Francis (Frank) Milton Children submitted by Foye Burge & Pansy Broughton (196D)
Dodson and White Families submitted by James E. Cockerham (196E)
Dollyhite, Paul submitted by Athel Paul Dollyhite (197)
Dotson, Sandy submitted by C. Hilton Jones (198)
Douglas Family (Giles Bascom) submitted by James E. Cockerham (199)
Dravghn, Charles Jefferson submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (200)
Draughn, Dallas David submitted by Tyre Rudy Draughn (201)
Draughn, David submitted by Bernice Gordon Vogler (202)
Draughn, Rev. Elliott and Nora Frances Worrell submitted by Esther Johnson (203)
Draughn, Elder J. D. submitted by Lemuel Wallace Kallam (204)
Draughn, Kelly Ray submitted by Vicki Draughn Norman (205)
Draughn, Samuel Edgar and Lu Ellen Epperson submitted by Esther Johnson (206)
Draughn, Sidney Raymond submitted by Nannie Lou Kidd (207)
Draughn, George Michael submitted by Nannie Lou Kidd (207)
Draughn, George Michael III submitted by Nannie Lou Kidd (207)
Draughn, William J. submitted by Bernice Gordon Vogler (208)
Dudley, Charles submitted by Muriel E. and Richard W. Buckingham (209)
Duggins and Slawter Family submitted by Joyce Duggins Payne (210)
Dunbar, Jessie and Josephine Jones submitted by Ola E. Dunbar Moser (211)
Duncan, Bessie Lee Wellborn submitted by Mrs. Margaret Holcomb Wellborn (212)
Dunnagan Family (Thomas, John & William) submitted by Joseph L. Dunnagan (213)
Dunnagan, Tyre submitted by Juanita Carpenter (214)

Edwards, Jim submitted by Forester Booker III (215)
Edwards, John Eldridge and Laura Ada Holt submitted by Ted Edwards (216)
Edwards, John Henry and Maggie Malinda Mendenhall submitted by Annette Ayers (217)
Edwards, Samuel Alexander (Alex) submitted by Faye Johnson Edwards (218)
Edwards, Theodore Mercury (Ted) & Christina Faye Johnson submitted by Faye J. Edwards (219)
Ellis, Abram and Martha C. submitted by Ellis C. Hamby (220)
Evans Family (Weaver) submitted by Fern Evans (221)
Evans, Alexander submitted by Roy O. Evans, Jr. (222)
Evans, Fern Ramey submitted by Fern Ramey Evans (223) - (No family history 224)

Flinn, Thomas submitted by Bonnie S. Wagner (225)
Flippen, Josiah submitted by Gertrude Mills Needham (226)
Flippen, Jesse William submitted by Gertrude Mills Needham (226)
Flippin Family (Dr. Sam Flippin & Dr. Robert D. Flippin) submitted by Joyce Flippin Wilkins (227)
Flynn, James Robert submitted by Carl E. Flynn (228)
Flynn, Melvin Martin and Ellen Beamer submitted by Mrs. F. E. Scott (229)
Flynn, Sidney Monroe submitted by Ruth F. Shore (230)
Folger, Benjamin Franklin submitted by Kathryn N. Folger (231)
Folger, Benjamin Franklin, Jr. and Edith Rose Neaves submitted by Edith and Franklin Folger, Jr. (232)
Folger, Joseph Gray submitted by J. C. Folger (233)
Folger, Dr. Milton Young submitted by Franklin Folger (234)
Folger, Romulus Siddenham submitted by Lib Bolich (235)
Folger, Walter Coke submitted by Juliet Poole (235)
Folger, Thomas W. (235A)
Forkner, William submitted by Roberta Isaac (235B)
Forkner, Joseph R. submitted by Rebecca Fulk Blalock and Carole Beasley Sperry (236)
Fowler, James Id submitted by Tony Fowler (237)
Fowler, Walter Thomas submitted by Gladys Fowler Stone (237A)
Fowler, William Oliver submitted by Mrs. Mary Fowler Johnson (238)
Fowler, Oscar Thomas Sr. submitted by Mrs. Mary Fowler Johnson (238)
Fowler, Daisy and O. T. Children submitted by Mrs. Mary Fowler Johnson (238)
Freeman Family (John and William) submitted by Lucile Freeman Newlin (239)
Freeman, Alexander Hamilton submitted by Mary Maxwell Freeman (240)
Freeman, Franklin Edward Jr. submitted by Daniel W. Jackson (241)
Fulk Family (Andreas) submitted by Rebecca Fulk Blalock and Ethel Fulk (242)
Fulk, Lacy Seaton submitted by Rebecca Fulk Blalock and Ethel Fulk (242)
Fulk, John and Laura Flinchum submitted by Rebecca Fulk Blalock and Ethel Fulk (242)
Fulk, Sidney Henderson submitted by Rebecca Fulk Blalock and Ethel Fulk (242)
Fulk, Dock Caleb submitted by Rebecca Fulk Blalock and Ethel Fulk (242)
Fulk, Charles F. submitted by Emogene Jarrell Fulk (243)
Fulk, Enoch Jacob submitted by Jeanette G. Trotter (244)
Fulk, John Payton submitted by Jeanette G. Trotter (245)
Fulk, Riley and Vicie submitted by Mrs. Carlton Fulk (246)
Fulp, Carl William Jr. submitted by Carl W. Fulp Jr. (247)
Fulp, James Yancey submitted by Cristine S. Cox (248)

Gammons, John Almer and Joan Hiatt submitted by Joan H. Gammons (249)
Gammons, William submitted by Sylvia Jean Gammons Brown (250)
Gates Family (William) submitted by James E. Cockerham (251)
Gates, Charles Solomon submitted by Clara Elizabeth Younger (252)
Gates, Tyler Jackson submitted by Clara Elizabeth Younger (252)
Gates, Ellen Victoria submitted by Clara Elizabeth Younger (252)
Gates, Susan Jathina submitted by Clara Elizabeth Younger (252)
Gates, Clara Elizabeth submitted by Clara Elizabeth Younger (252)
Gates, Clisba Silas submitted Emily Gates Easter (252)
Gates, William Benjamin submitted by C. Leonard, A. Wells, V. Easter, E. Johnson (253)
Gentry-Hamby Family submitted by Mrs. John Oneal (254)
Gentry, Jonathan James submitted by Annie Lee Gentry (255)
Gentry, Joseph submitted by Mrs. Virginia Gentry Phillips (256)
Gentry, Joseph submitted by Ellen Lowman Money (257)
Gentry, Joseph Samuel submitted by Ruth Ann Gentry Rigaud and Joseph Samuel Gentry, Jr. (258)
Gillespie-Bryan Family submitted by Mrs. Mary (Edgar A.) Burt (259)
Gillespie, Elijah submitted by Hester Bartlett Jackson (259A)
Gillespie, Tyre Rabon submitted by Hester Bartlett Jackson (259A)
Gillespie, James T. submitted by Hester Bartlett Jackson (259A)
Gillespie, Alexander submitted by Hester Bartlett Jackson (259A)
Gillespie, Elijah Jr. submitted by Hester Bartlett Jackson (259A)
Gilley Family (James Madison "Jim") submitted by James E. Cockerham (260)
Gilreath Family (William) submitted by Mrs. Sallie D. Gilreath (260A)
Gilreath, Fred Gulley submitted by Mrs. Fred G. Gilreath (261)
Gilreath, Thomas Joel submitted by Sallie Gilreath (262)
Gilreath, Charles Gentry submitted by Sallie Gilreath (262)
Goad, Raymond and Geneva Hiatt submitted by Susan Goad Massey (263)
Goforth, Bertie Dunnagan submitted by Bernice Goforth Lemons (264)
Goings, George submitted by Susan Goings (265)
Goings, William Pickney submitted by Susan Goings (265)
Goings, Emmett Monroe submitted by Susan Goings (265)
Goings, Grady Easter submitted by Susan Goings (265)
Goings, Clark Gary submitted by Susan Goings (265)
Goin, Roscoe Gene submitted Carol Afton Goins Hensley (266)
Golden Family (Abner) submitted by Annie Lee Gentry (267)
Goodwin Log Cabin submitted by Lou Wood Goodwin (268)
Gordon, Mr. & Mrs. I. M. submitted by Mrs. Clem Thomas & Mrs. Hoyle Ripple (269)
Gordon, Thomas submitted by Bernice Gordon Vogler (270)
Gordon, Alexander submitted by Bernice Gordon Vogler (270)
Gordon, John submitted by Bernice Gordon Vogler (270)
Gordon, James submitted by Luther Byrd, Ada G. Badgett, Bernice Vogler, & Linda McDaniel (270)
Gordon, Jefferson Madison submitted by L. Byrd, Ada Badgett, Bernice Vogler & Linda McDaniel (270)
Gordon James Amos submitted by Luther Byrd, Ada Badgett, Bernice Vogler, & Linda McDaniel (270)
Gordon, Robert Lee Sr. submitted by Luther Byrd, Ada Badgett, Bernice Vogler & Linda McDaniel (270)
Gordon, David and Martha A. Tilley submitted by L. Byrd, A. Badgett, B. Vogler & L. McDaniel (270)
Graham, Arthur Franklin submitted by Mrs. Arthur Graham (271)
Graham, Arthur Franklin and Mary Ellen submitted by Mrs. Arthur Graham (272)
Graves Family (Solomon) submitted by Virginia G. Porter (273)
Green, Dr. Preston William submitted by Preston Green (274)
Greenwood Family (Samuel) submitted by James E. Cockerham (275)
Greenwood, James Meredith "J" and Plutina Jane Laffoon submitted by Mrs. Edward W. Jones (276)
Guyer Family (Andrew Charles "Andy") submitted by Savana Guyer Powell (277)
Guyer, John Henderson submitted by Savana Guyer Powell and James E. Cockerham (278)
Gwyn (Hugh) submitted Blanche H. Gwyn (278A)

Hadley (James Alfre) (279)
Hale, Joseph Gurney submitted by Juanita Carpenter (280)
Hall, Rev. Joseph Henry submitted by Glenda Hall Riddle (281)
Hall, Oliver submitted by Mary Frances Roberts Mabe (282)
Hamby, A.C. and Elizabeth G. submitted by Ellis C. Hamby (283)
Hamby, Epharriam L. and Elizabeth Money submitted by Annie Lee Gentry (284)
Hamby, Robert Andrew submitted by Annie Lee Gentry (285)
Hamlin, Howard C. submitted by Susan Hamlin Gentry (286)
Hamlin, Sidney W. submitted by Susan Hamlin Gentry (287)
Hampton, Col. John A. submitted by Mrs. Parks G. Hampton (288)
Hancock Family (John) submitted by Angelina Mitchell (288A)
Hancock, James Thomas submitted by Angelina Mitchell (288A)
Hancock, Bertha Ann submitted by Angelina Mitchell (288A)
Hanes, Emory and Anna submitted by Billie Hanes Powell (289)
Hanes, Frank W. submitted by Annie Lee Gentry (290)
Hanes, Isom Lowery submitted by John Hanes (291)
Harbour, Ernest Dayton and Ludie Boaz submitted by Marie H. Page (292)
Harbour, James W. (292A)
Harbour, Thomas and Martha submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, James Samuel submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, Elder Moses Green submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, Susan Joyce submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, James W. and Martha submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, Martha Reid submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, Martha Jane submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, Mary submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, Ruth submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, Samuel and Elizabeth submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, Ota submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, Sidney Greene submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, Nannie submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, George Tyler submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harbour, Elsie E. Badgett submitted by Escar Harbour (292B)
Harrison, John submitted by Annie Ruth Johnson (293)
Harrell, James Andrew and Isabel Gibbs submitted by James A. Harrell, Jr. (294)
Harrell, James A. Jr. submitted by James A. Harrell, Jr. (294)
Harris, Claude M. submitted by Annie Lee Gentry (295)
Harris, Daniel T. submitted by Harvey Lineback (296)
Harris, Donnie Gwyn Sr. submitted by Vern Dell Harris (297)
Harris, Henderson submitted by Earl Dean Harris and Mary L. (Gillespie) Burt (298)
Harris, Richard Lafayette submitted by Mrs. Betty Harris (299)
Harris, Robert Wilson submitted by Annie Lee. H. Gentry (300)
Harris, Thomas Gwyn submitted by Vern Dell Harris (301)
Harris, William Washington (302)
Harvey, Dauphrous Clavon and Mary Ring submitted by Irene Stone (303)
Hatcher, Frank Leslie (Les) submitted by Alice Hatcher (303A)
Hauser, Hubert C. and Ella Miller submitted by Mrs. Lola H. Hauser (304)
Hauser, John and Elizabeth Carolina Poindexter submitted by Mrs. Lola H. Hauser (305)
Hauser, Oliver Franklin and Lucy Mae Allen submitted by Mae Rene Heffner (306)
Hauser, Oliver Wilson and Dorothy Caudle submitted by Dolly C. Hauser (307)
Hauser, Samuel and Nancy Scott submitted by Lola H. Hauser (308)
Hauser, Thomas Poindexter and Charlotte Kreeger submitted by Mrs. Lola H. Hauser (309)
Hawks, George Washington submitted by Andrea Hawks Sloop (310)
Hayes, George Sr. submitted by Arlene H. Simcox (311)
Haymore, Ada Belle submitted by Jessye Belle Blackwelder (312)
Haymore, Daniel submitted by Paula Key Stanley (313)
Haymore, Jesse Franklin and Eliza Snow submitted by Jessye Belle H. Blackwelder (314)
Haymore, Daniel and Brittain submitted by Jessye Belle Blackwelder (315)
Haymore, Williamson Ervin "Jeff" submitted by Jessye Belle Blackwelder (315)
Haymore, Jesse Franklin submitted by Jessye Belle Blackwelder (315)
Haymore, Esther M. (Long) and John Alex Long submitted by Jessye Belle Blackwelder (315)
Haymore, Rosa M. and C. E. Harrell (Edd) submitted by Jessye Belle Blackwelder (315)
Haymore, Roy Cleveland submitted by Jessye Belle Blackwelder (315)
Haynes, William Graves and Martha Hill submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes, James and Frances Cox submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes, William Caleb submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes, James Albert and Mary Eliza George submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes, Robert Sidney and Mitta Viola Park submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes, John Winston and Sarah Frances Wilmoth submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes, Susan Josephine and John W. Joyce, Jr. submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes, Martha Frances and Richard Snow submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes, Stephen Columbus and Mary Jarvis submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes, Joseph Christopher submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes, Cornelius "Neal" Washington submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes, John Sidney and Lelia Frances Dinkins submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes Sr., Caleb Hill and Margaret Davis submitted by Dennis W. (Bud) Cameron (315A)
Haynes Jr., Caleb H. "Cape" and Margaret E. "Lizzie" Bunker submitted by Dennis W. Cameron (315A)
Hemmings, Daniel "Dan" Webster submitted by David W. Hemmings and Jim Dan Hemmings (316)
Hemric, Merdieth A. submitted by Marjorie H. Denny and Donna Louise Denny (317)
Hemrick, Wesley Wilburn submitted by Donna Louise Denny (318)
Hendren, Linville L. submitted by Ola Williams Hendren (318A)
Hendrix, Albert Leonidas submitted by Dr. William H. Davis, Jr. (319)
Herring, Harden G. and Elizabeth (Betsy) Dudley submitted by Mrs. J0 Jones Adams (320)
Hiatt, Ashby and Maude Ella Belton submitted by Joan H. Gammons (321)
Hiatt, David LaFayette submitted by Portia Hiatt Hansen (322)
Hiatt, Howard Washington and Maggie Lou Hall submitted by Russell Hiatt (323)
Hiatt, James Callis submitted by Margaret Ann Sutphin (324)
Hiatt, Jesse LaFayette submitted by Stella Frances Hiatt Williams (325)
Hiatt, Maurice Albert submitted by Betty Gray Hiatt Simmons (326)
Hiatt, V. Talmage submitted by Norma Hiatt (327)
Hiatt, Wilford and Effie Ann Simmons submitted by Nealie H. Johnson and Esther D. Johnson (328)
Hiatt, William Henry submitted by Pearlie H. Love, Stella H. Williams and Della H. Sechrest (329)
Hiatt, William Vestal and Cora Blanche Willard submitted by Don W. Hiatt (330)
Hicks, Luther Herbert submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (331)
Hill, William submitted by C. W. Hill (332)
Hines, Henry submitted by Kathleen Short (333)
Hodges, Bartholomew submitted by Juanita Carpenter (334)
Hodges, James P. submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (335)
Hodges, Sidney Jacob and Josephine Norman submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (335)
Hodges, Howard Norman and Minnie Callaway submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (335)
Hodges and Lewis Family submitted by Juanita Carpenter (336)
Hodges, Preston B. submitted by Brady Hodges (337)
Holcomb, Sanford G. "Sant" and Eli and Jim submitted by Margaret Holcomb Wellborn (337A)
Holder, Alex and Lula Byrd submitted by Inez Massey and Robert B. Holder (338)
Holder, Bessie Tucker submitted by Phosie Holder Cockerham (339)
Holder, Gurney and Ada Edmonds submitted by Robert B. Holder (340)
Holder, William and Christine Owens submitted by Emily Holder Southard (341)
Holder, William Verlin submitted by Emily Holder Southard (342)
Holloway, Stephen submitted by Orella Holloway Chadwick (Mrs. Virgil) (343)
Holt, James Henry submitted by Faye Johnson Edwards (344)
Holt, Yancy A. submitted by Faye Johnson Edwards (345)
Holyfield, Jefferson submitted by Maurine McCall (346)
Holyfield, Valentine and William and Daniel submitted by Evelyn Holyfield (346A)
Holyfield, Watson and Margarite (Peggy) Venable submitted by Evelyn Holyfield (346A)
Holyfield, Hardin and Paulina Butcher submitted by Evelyn Holyfield (346A)
Holyfield, Hardin and Amelia Walker submitted by Evelyn Holyfield (346A)
Holyfield, Hardin Glenn and Mary Creola Burrus submitted by Evelyn Holyfield (346A)
Holyfield, Robert Hardin and Marion Lee Johnson submitted by Evelyn Holyfield (346A)
Holyfield and Nixon submitted by Mary Lou Jones White (347)
Holyfield, Raleigh Gilmer submitted by Alma Holyfield (348)
Houck, Claude Albert submitted by Claude A. (Bill) Houck Jr. (349)
Houck, Rev. Thomas Jackson submitted by Claude A. (Bill) Houck Jr. (350)

Marion, Jubal Early submitted by Joyce A. Ingram (351)

Hudson, William Riley and Mimi Lougenie Coe submitted by Eva Hudson Wilmuth (352)
Hudspheth Jr., Ralph submitted by Melba Allison Rector (353)
Hull, Edward R. submitted by Juanita Carpenter (354)
Hull, John Hilary and Emma Davis submitted by Linda Hull Johnson (355)
Hull, John Howard and Ruby Lillian Lowry submitted by Linda Hull Johnson (356)
Hunt, Roy L. submitted by John Walter Hunt (357)
Hunter, Rev. A. L. submitted by Hyacinth Hunter Diamont (358)
Hunter, John H. submitted by Roxie Hunter Payne (359)
Hunter, Wyatt submitted by Roxie Hunter Payne (360)
Hurt, Robert King submitted by James E. Cockerham (361)
Hutchens, Lewis Ernest submitted by Kelly Hutchens (362)
Hutchens, Vestal submitted by Louise Hutchens Hill (362A)
Hutchins, Elizabeth and Strangeman submitted by Ruth (Bell) Poplin (363)
Hutchins, Eugene Marvin submitted by Jo Jones Adams (364)
Hutson, John MacDannal submitted by Juanita Carpenter (365)

Inman, Samuel and Elmira Gwyn submitted by Margaret Inman Taylor (366)
Ipock, John Pierce submitted by Delwood S. Jackson (367)
Isaacks, Dr. Jessie Greenbury submitted by Everette H. Mayes (368)
Isaacs, Dr. Jesse submitted by Edith Thompson (368A)
Isaacs, Joseph submitted by Everette H. Mayes (369)
Isaacs, Samuel submitted by Robert C. Isaacs (370)
Isaacs, Elisha submitted by Patricia Isaacs Freeman (371)
Isaacs, Elisha submitted by Everette H. Mayes (372)
Isaacs, Elisha Thomas Grant submitted by Everette H. Mayes (373)
Isaacs, Pleas Monroe submitted by Ruth N. Norman (374)

Jackson, Charles Conoly submitted by Hester Jackson (374A)
Jackson, Culmer Curtis and Mary Dobbins submitted by Catherine Jackson Gates (375)
Jackson, Job and Winnie Nichols submitted by Pat Jackson Everette (376)
Jackson, Samuel and Catherine submitted by Lucille Jackson Vernon (377)
Jackson Jr., Samuel submitted by Lucille Jackson Vernon (378)
Jackson, William Albert submitted by Valeria J. Shuford and Sarah J. Howerton (379)
Jackson, Winston Montgomery and Magdaline Riggs submitted by Catherine Jackson Gates (380)
Jarrell, Sidney F. submitted by Emogene Jarrell Fulk (381)
Jarrell, S. F. submitted by Mrs. Lola Jarrell Marshall Collins (382)
Jarvis, Daniel submitted by Hilton Jones (383)
Jarvis Jr., Robert Anderson submitted by Margaret Louise Jarvis Smith (384)
Jessup, Timothy submitted by Luther N. Byrd (385)
Johnson, Berry Martin (Mart) and Lovina (Vina) Edwards submitted by Faye Johnson Edwards (386)
Johnson, Constantine "Dock" submitted by Harvey Lineback (387)
Johnson, Edward Martin submitted by Faye Johnson Edwards (388)
Johnson, Howard William & Cornelia Alice Hiatt submitted by Cornelia Johnson & Esther Johnson (389)
Johnson, Julia submitted by Agnes Johnson Carlyle (390)
Johnson, Roy William submitted by Faye Johnson Edwards (391)
Johnson, Sidney submitted by Susan S. Johnson (392)
Johnson, Squire Martin submitted by Lucy Johnson Snow (393)
Johnson, William submitted by Mrs. Virginia Phillips (394)
Jones and Slaydon submitted by Creola Jones Slaydon (395)
Jones and White submitted by Mary Lou Jones White (396)
Jones, Peter submitted by C. Hilton Jones (397)
Jones, Dr. Alex F. submitted by Ola D. Moser (398)
Jones, Ambrose submitted by James E. Cockerham (399)
Jones, Brady and Wilma submitted by Pearl Jones (400)
Jones, David and Elizabeth France submitted by Jo Jones Adams (401)
Jones, David Washington submitted by George W. Jones (401A)
Jones, James Alexander submitted by Mrs. Gladys Jones Barker (402)
Jones, James Madison and Kizzie Denny submitted by Eulala J. Griffin & Pauline J. McKinney (403)
Jones, Elder John (404)
Jones, John W. submitted by Jo Jones Adams (405)
Jones, John and Susan Dean submitted by Lib Koontz (406)
Jones, Johnnie submitted by C. Hilton Jones (406A)
Jones, Joseph Francis submitted by Neil Jones (407)
Jones, Joseph Henry and Martha Frances Poinder submitted by Jo Jones Adams (408)
Jones, Lemuel B. submitted by C. Hilton Jones (409)
Jones, Lemuel Bramlett submitted by C. Hilton Jones (409)
Jones, Henderson submitted by C. Hilton Jones (409)
Jones, Nat Blackwood submitted by Mrs. N. B. Jones (410)
Jones and Russell submitted by Jo Jones Adams and Creola Jones Slaydon (411)
Jones, Squire Joel and Mae Jones submitted by Pauline Jones McKinney (412)
Jones, William A. and Ellen Anna Shoffner submitted by Pearl Jones (413)
Jones, William A. and Sarah Needham submitted by Pearl Jones (413)
Joyce, Mike submitted by Mike Joyce (414)
Joyner (Joiner), John submitted by Don R. Joyner (415)
Judd, Rowland submitted by Mrs. Peggy H. Gregory (416)

Kallam, Allen submitted by Kenneth C. Kallam (417)
Kallam, Christopher Colomus submitted by Kenneth C. Kallam (418)
Kallam, Larry Gray submitted by Kenneth C. Kallam (419)
Kallam, Lemuel Wallace submitted by Wallace Kallam (420)
Kallam, Lemuel Winston submitted by Kenneth C. Kallam (421)
Kallam, Steve submitted by Kenneth C. Kallam (422)
Kapp, William Woodrow and John M. (422A)
Kapp, John M. Kapp submitted by Chef Betty Lou Wallace (423)
Key, Achillies (Archilis) submitted by Bessie K. Smith (423)
Key, William S. submitted by Bessie K. Smith (423)
Key, William Jones submitted by Bessie K. Smith (423)
Key, Russell Rutherford submitted by Bessie Key Smith (423)
Key, Gabriel and Emma Jones submitted by Bessie K. Smith and Joyce S. Fulk (424)
Key, Gabriel Osborn submitted by Paula Key Stanley and Paul D. Key (425)
Key, Jasper Davis submitted by Paula Key Stanley and Paul D. Key (426)
Key, John Gabriel submitted by Eva Key Armstrong (427)
Key, Martha Lou Key submitted by Sandra Stanley White (428)
Key, Martin Rice Descendants submitted by Paula Kay Stanley and Paul D. Key (429)
Key, William S. submitted by Paula Key Stanley and Paul D. Key (430)
Kiger Family submitted by Mrs. Gurney Kiger (431)
Kincannon-Armstrong submitted by Myrtle Macon (431A)
Kirkman, William and Descendants submitted by Violet K. Young (432)

Laffoon, Stephen Dennis submitted by James Robert Laffoon (432A)
Laffoon, James Warde submitted by James Robert Laffoon (432A)
Laffoon, Mark R. submitted by James Robert Laffoon (432A)
Laffoon, Rebecca submitted by James Robert Laffoon (432A)
Laffoon, Wilson submitted by James Robert Laffoon (432A)
Lambert, Fred Lester and Ruby Blackburn submitted by Ruby Lambert (433)
Lambert, Walter Franklin submitted by Alease Wright Lambert (434)
Lawrence, Daniel Lester and Ollie Josephine (Woodruff) submitted by Andrew L. Mackie (435)
Lawrence, Edna Mavareen and Walter Mitchell Foil, Sr. submitted by Andrew L. Mackie (435)
Lawrence, Sadie Vermell Lawrence and Charles McCoy Rierson, Sr. submitted by A.L. Mackie (435)
Lawrence, Gladys Lee and Claude Clyde Stuart submitted by Andrew L. Mackie (435)
Lawrence, Lestine Earlene and Grady Martin Mackie submitted by Andrew L. Mackie (435)
Lawrence III, Henry Clay submitted by Dorothy L. Adams (436)
Lawrence, John Wesley and Edgar Bohnson submitted by Elizabeth Bacon (437)
Lawrence, Robert Lee and Mattie Simpson submitted by Brenda M. Allen (438)
Lawson, James Riley submitted by Lenora Kidd (439)
Layne, Joe submitted by C. Hilton Jones (440)
Leftwich, Gabriel Nicodemus and Caroline Reynolds submitted by Danny Robert Leftwich (441)
Leinbach Family submitted by Harvey Lineback (442)
Lewis Family submitted by Mildred Lewis (Mrs. Kemp Lewis) (442A)
Lewis, Kemp submitted by Mildred Lewis (443)
Lewis, Russell Harrison and Paul R. Lewis submitted by Russell H. and La Rae Lynn Lewis (444)
Lillard Families submitted by unknown (444A)
Lineback, John Harvey submitted by Harvey Lineback (445)
Lineback, Warren Paskel submitted by Harvey Lineback (446)
Llewellyn, James Robert submitted by Benjamin Franklin Folger, Jr. (447)
Loves, Early submitted by Pearlie Love, Mary Frances Love Frye & Mary Frances Roberts Mabe (448)
Love, Daniel Franklin (Bug) submitted by Pearlie Love (449)
Love, Joseph William submitted by Mary Frances Love Frye (450)
Love, Lawrence Lee submitted by Erline Love Vaden (451)
Love, William Howard submitted by Mary Frances Love Frye (452)
Lovell, Edward submitted by Gladys Lovell Uptegrove and Irene Lovell Wade (453)
Lovell, Isaac U. submitted by Gladys Lovell Uptegrove and Irene Lovell Wade (454)
Lovell, Jacob submitted by Gladys Lovell Uptegrove and Irene Lovell Wade (455)
Lovell, William submitted by Gladys Lovell Uptegrove and Irene Lovell Wade (456)
Lovill, Dr. Robert Jones submitted by Mrs. Robert Lovill, Jr. (457)
Lowe Family submitted by Mary Lowe Waugh (458)
Lowe submitted by Fern Evans (459)
Lowe Jr., Gilbert Alexander submitted by Mary Lowe Waugh (460)
Lowe, Jennie submitted by Laura Adams Hawkins (461)
Lowe, Jennie Adams submitted by Mary Lowe Waugh (462)
Lowe, John Hugh submitted by Roxie H. Payne (463)
Lowe, Robert N. and Lucretia Sawyer submitted by Mary Lowe Waugh (464)
Lowry, John Edward and Mary Jennie Love or New Lowry submitted by Linda Hull Johnson (465)
Luffman, Winfrey submitted by Butrice Johnson Luffman (Mrs. Winfrey) (466)
Lundy, Cornelius Gaither submitted by Opal L. Coe (467)
Lyerly, Wilford and Betty submitted by Wilford and Betty Lyerly (468)

Mabe, Ronnie submitted by Mary Frances Roberts Mabe (469)
Mabe, William submitted by Mary Frances Roberts Mabe (470)
Marion, Adam Houston submitted by Mrs. Oliver W. Hauser (471)
Marion, Mary Lily (Mollie) submitted by Joyce Atkinson Ingram (472)
Marion, Richard Cleveland and Eliza Hardy submitted by Rachel Marion (473)
Marsh, Amon J. and Nancy Ann Butcher submitted by Annie Lee Gentry (474)
Marsh, Guy submitted by Annie Mae Marsh (475)
Marsh, Kemp Wesley and Ruby Lawrence submitted by Brenda M. Allen (476)
Marsh, Virgil submitted by Annie Mae Marsh (477)
Marsh, William submitted by Charles Marsh (477A)
Marsh II, William submitted by Charles Marsh (477A)
Marsh, Raleigh Watson submitted by Charles Marsh (477A)
Marsh, Millard Wyatt submitted by Charles Marsh (477A)
Marshall-Draughn submitted by Hazel Marshall Draughn (478)
Marshall, Richard and Suzannah Samuel submitted by Gil Robertson (479)
Martin, Billy Thomas submitted by Sarah Martin Byrd (480)
Martin, Leroy Alexander submitted by Frances R. Squires (481)
Martin, Dr. Moir Sanders submitted by Virginia M. Mautsby (482)
Martin, Richard submitted by Doris Michael (483)
Martin, William Harvey submitted by Sarah Martin Byrd (484)
Massey, Raymond and Eula Mae Lowe submitted by Aaron Moses Massey (485)
Matthews-Bullington submitted by Anna Pell Broadwell (486)
Matthews, Caleb and Olivia Woodruff submitted by Arlene Thompson Potter (487)
Matthews, Lawrence Arnold and Hattie Vestal submitted by Harry M. Matthews, Ed.D. (488)
Mayes, William and Maude Lelia Isaacs submitted by Everette H. Mayes (489)
Mays, Harding and Frances Richardson submitted by Everette H. Mayes (490)
Mays, John and Syntha Creed submitted by Everette H. Mayes (491)
McCown-Wilcoxon-Bledsoe submitted by Izzetta Sprinkle (492)
McCormick, Oscar Ciah and Pearl Dinkins submitted by Nancy Louise McCormick Saunders (493)
McCraw, James McKinley submitted by Pauline M. Nichols and Paul McCraw (494)
McDaniel Family submitted by Edith Wilson Sheets (495)
McDaniel, Henry Preston submitted by Ruby S. McDaniel (496)
McDaniel, Winfield submitted by Ruby S. McDaniel (497)
McKaughan, Baron DeCalb submitted by Mildred Beamer Matthews (498)
McKaughan/McCoin, Jesse Newton submitted by Gladys Crissman Guydes (499)
McKinney Family submitted by Luther N. Byrd (500)
McNeill, Claude A. submitted by Elizabeth M. Callaway (501)
Melton Family submitted by Opal Joyce Melton (502)
Melton, Amon submitted by unknown (502A)
Melton, Paul Douglas submitted by unknown (502A)
Midkiff, John Henry submitted by Mary Mebane Midkiff Hallman (503)
Miller (Fallenstein), Francis submitted by Ruth Minick (504)
Miller, Howard W. and Ina Marshall Robertson submitted by Nancy M. Baker and James Miller (505)
Mills, George Washington submitted by Christine M. Shelton (506)
Mills, J. F. "Bud" and Emma Flippen submitted by Annie L. McMillion (507)
Mills, Joseph, Richard and James submitted by Annie Laura McMillion (508)
Minick, Ruth Margaret submitted by Ruth Margaret Minick (509)
Mitchell, Billy submitted by Angelina Mitchell (510)
Mitchell, Dr. Roy C. submitted by Mrs. Roy Mitchell (511)
Montgomery, Sister Martha Ann submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (512)
Moody Family submitted by Dennis W. Moody, Sr. (513)
Moore, Clyde and Sena Norman submitted by Dian Moore Cooley and Nieta Moore Gambil (514)
Moore, Henry Harrison and Ada Luffman submitted by Nieta Moore Gambil and Dian M. Cooley (515)
Moore, William Henry submitted by Nieta Moore Gambil and Dian M. Cooley (516)
Moser, Leonard submitted by Lucille Rosendahl (516A)
Moser, Clark submitted by Lucille Rosendahl (516A)
Moser, Israel submitted by Lucille Rosendahl (516A)
Moser, Bazzaly Edward submitted by Lucille Rosendahl (516A)
Mosley, West Family submitted by A. Wells, Mrs. L. Mosley, J. Cockerham, Donna Hall, T. Patterson (517)
Mounce Family submitted by James E. Cockerham (518)
Mounce, Alexander Francis submitted by James E. Cockerham (519)
Mounce, Michael Eldrege submitted by James E. Cockerham (520)
Myers, Carl Clinton submitted by Clyde M. Powers (520A)
Myers, W. R. submitted by Verda Myers Harris (521)

Neaves, William Avery and Mary Emma Cox submitted by Edith Neaves Folger (522)
Needham, Father James submitted by Gertrude Mills Needham (523)
Needham, Rev. Jesse M. submitted by Gertrude Mills Needham (524)
Needham, Tyre Christopher submitted by Gertrude Mills Needham (525)
Nelson, Peter Boyd submitted by Virginia Nelson Fulk (526)
Nelson, Peter Riley submitted by Mrs. James S. Nelson (527)
Newman, Charles Edgar submitted by Nancy Branch Hemmings (528)
Nichols, Solomon submitted by Wallace Kallam (529)
Nixon, Frank and Marie submitted by Marie Nixon (530)
Nixon, Nathan submitted by Annie Lee Gentry (531)
Nixon, Scott and Ethel Cockerham submitted by Marie Nixon (532)
Nixon, Wiley and Neva Alice submitted by Jack Nixon (533)
Nixon, Wiley Jackson submitted by Ruth N. Norman (534)
Nixon, William Francis submitted by Annie Lee Gentry (535)
Norman Family submitted by D. W. Jackson, C. J. Gates, S. N. Wilmoth, E. L. B. Norman (536)
Norman and Hicks submitted by Sadie Hicks Bullin (537)
Norman, Foley submitted by Una Norman Key (538)
Norman, Letitia May submitted by Sadie Bullin (539)
Norman, Nora Herring Jones submitted by Jo Norman Campbell (540)

O'Neal Family submitted by Evelyn O'Neal (541)
O'Neal, Ben submitted by Mrs. John O'Neal (542)
Owens, Boyd submitted by Luther N. Byrd (543)
Owen, John Martin submitted by John W. Hunt (544)

Pardue, Murcus Charles submitted by Betty Pardue Key (545)
Parker, Joseph submitted by Dianne Culler (546)
Parsons, Allen submitted by Mrs. Wade Parsons (547)
Patterson, Charles Wesley submitted by David L. Patterson, R. Ph. (548)
Patterson, Charles William submitted by David L. Patterson, R. Ph. (549)
Patterson, David L. and Amelia Q. submitted by David L. Patterson, R. Ph. (550)
Patterson, Sam C. submitted by Family Member (551)
Patterson, William Henry Harrison submitted by Carole Simpson (552)
Payne, Woodrow "Woody" Wilson and Joyce Duggins submitted by Joyce Duggins Payne (553)
Peel, Jesse submitted by Marjorie H. Denny and Donna L. Denny (554)
Pell Family submitted by Luther N. Byrd (555)
Pell, Children of Cornelia Matthews and Lafayette A. submitted by Anna Pell Broadwell (556)
Pell, William submitted by Anna Pell Broadwell (557)
Perkins, Charlie submitted by Charles Perkins (558)
Perkins, Lee Thomas submitted by Thomas Walter Perkins (559)
Pilson Family submitted by Mildred Beamer Matthews (560)
Pipes Sr., John submitted by Mrs. Elsie Mae Amerine (561)
Pledge, Bettie submitted by P. H. Poindexter (562)
Pilson, Richard Turner submitted by Mildred Beamer Matthews (563)
Poindexter Family submitted by Luther N. Byrd (564)
Poindexter Family submitted by Gladys Martin Crawley (565)
Poindexter, Andy submitted by Hazel Poindexter Dockery (566)
Poindexter, Hardin William submitted by Clarence W. Poindexter (567)
Poindexter, John Robert and Martha Lucinda Snow submitted by Jo Jones Adams (568)
Poplin Family submitted by Robert O. Poplin, Jr. (569)
Poplin, Robert O. and Lillian T. submitted by Robert O. Poplin, Jr. (570)
Porter, Douglas Robert and Arlette Lambert submitted by Ruby Lambert (571)
Powers, Eugene Wesley submitted by Clyde M. Powers (572)
Powers, Jesse Lee submitted by Estelle Phillips (573)
Prather, Thomas Franklin submitted by John J. Brown, Jr. (574)
Pratt, Samuel M. submitted by Mrs. Arrena Pratt Hart (575)
Presnell, William C. (Tobe) submitted by Martha Ridge, Willie Lynch and Nancy Rutledge (576)
Puckett, Mary Belle Shelton submitted by Carol Alton Goins Hensley (577)

Ramey Family submitted by Fern Ramey Evans (578)
Reece, Catherine Wellborn submitted by Mrs. Margaret Holcomb Wellborn (579)
Reece, Walter W. submitted by Weldon E. Reece (580)
Reece, Martha Frances Poindexter and Walter W. (Walt) submitted by Jo Jones Adams (580)
Reece, Winston submitted by Miss Pearl Reece (581)
Reed Family submitted by Ray Reed (582)
Richardson, William T. (Billy) submitted by Faye Johnson Edwards (583)
Riddle, Franklin Fonrose submitted by Glenda Hall Riddle (584)
Ridings, Archibald Wellington submitted by John B. Gordon (585)
Roberts, Hon. Pleasant B. submitted by James E. Cockerham (586)
Roberts, William submitted by Mary Frances Roberts Mabe (587)
Robertson, T. B. submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (588)
Robertson Family submitted by Gil Robertson (589)
Rose, Abner and Sarah Summers submitted by Christine Rose, C.C. (590)
Roth-Hubbard-Harris Family submitted by Nancy E. Harris Roberts (Mrs. Howell W., Jr.) (591)
Rothrock, Mrs. Jessie Martin submitted by Luther N. Byrd (592)
Royal, Dr. Miles Andrew submitted by Mrs. Garland Johnson (593)

Sater, Henry submitted by Katie Maude Sater Smith (594)
Satterfield, Andrew Jackson submitted by Virginia Lee Satterfield (595)
Satterfield, James Andrew and Lillie Slawter submitted by Virginia Lee Satterfield (596)
Satterfield, John D. and Jennie Atkinson submitted by Virginia Lee Satterfield (597)
Schaub, John Frederick and Maria Schumaker submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (598)
Schaub Jr., John Frederick submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (598)
Schaub, John Christopher submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (598)
Schaub, William Thomas submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (598)
Schuyler, Eugene Lafayette submitted by Creola Schuyler Phillips (599)
Scott, Adam and Ann Selena submitted by Mary Louise Davis (600)
Scott, Arvil submitted by Olean Haymore (601)
Scott, Coy and Onie Collins submitted by Addie Scott Hiatt (602)
Scott, Grover Johnson submitted by Peggy Hardy (603)
Scott, Delia Hobson submitted by Ozelle Scott (604)
Scott, Howard submitted by Ozelle Scott (605)
Scott, Howard E. submitted by Ozelle Scott (606)
Scott, Laura Jane submitted by Mary Louise Davis (607)
Scott Jr., Leonard submitted by Mary Louise Davis (608)
Scott, Nancy Ann submitted by Frances Merritt (609)
Scott, Perry submitted by Ozelle Scott (610)
Scott, Thomas Houston submitted by Frances F. Merritt (611)
Seal, William Samuel submitted by Josephine Seal (612)
Sechrest, Joseph Arnold submitted by Verona Jarvis (613)
Seivers, William Henry submitted by Lois Seivers (614)
Seivers Sr., Henry Lee submitted by Lois Seivers (614)
Seivers, Kelvin Thomas Harry submitted by Lois Seivers (614)
Setliff Jr., John J. submitted by Jo Jones Adams (615)
Scott, Wesley L.R. and Rebecca Moser submitted by Dulcie Scott Wall (616)
Shelton, Wallace A. submitted by Mary Frances Mabe (617)
Shelton, William submitted by Joseph M. Barrett (618)
Shelton, William Basdil submitted by Joseph M. Barrett (619)
Shelton, William Paul submitted by Wallace A. Shelton (620)
Shepherd Family submitted by Sam Atkinson (621)
Shepperd, Hon. Augustine H. submitted by Hambleton Sheppard (622)
Shepperd, William and James submitted by A Family Member (623)
Shinault, Rufus Winfield and Bertha Marsh submitted by Brent Shinault (624)
Shore-Reece submitted by L. A. Folger (625)
Shores, Dan submitted by Lavinia S. Blackburn (626)
Shores, Dewey Arvil submitted by Lavinia S. Blackburn (627)
Simmons, Benjamin submitted by Mary Frances Roberts Mabe (628)
Simmons, James Dewey submitted by Betty Hiatt Simmons (629)
Simmons, John Alexander submitted by Lois Simmons Walker and Marceline Simmons Ogburn (630)
Simmons, Powell Ephraim submitted by Mary Simmons Jones (631)
Simpson, Jack submitted by Anne Nifong (632)
Simpson, John J. submitted by Kenneth C. Kallam (633)
Simpson, Tyra and Roxie Badgett submitted by Anne Nifong (634)
Simpson, Vincent submitted by Lenora Kidd (635)
Slawter, James Nick submitted by Virginia Lee Satterfield (636)
Slaydon-Scott submitted by Creola J. Slaydon (637)
Smith, Bartholomew and Polly Hodges submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (638)
Smith, John Burcham and Lucinda McKinney submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (638)
Smith, John Sherman and Bertha Campbell submitted by Mary Anne Hodges (638)
Smith, Billy submitted by Mrs. Billy Smith (639)
Smith, Charles Lee submitted by Nita Jo Smith Bullington (640)
Smith, Clayton Dallas submitted by Joyce Smith Fulk (641)
Smith, Dabner Caldwell submitted by Marjorie Jarvis (642)
Smith, General Sheridan submitted by Kathryn Susan Creed (642A)
Smith, George Washington and Mary V. submitted by Virginia Lee Satterfield (643)
Smith, Dr. J. Thomas submitted by Richard J. Smith, Sr. (644)
Smith, James Beauregard submitted by Mrs. Carter (Lydia) Samuel (645)
Smith, John Anderson submitted by Myrtle Baker (646)
Smith, Neill McKeithen submitted by Charles Jackson (647)
Smith, Sidney submitted by Myrtle Baker (648)
Smith, Thomas and Sarah Jane Prather submitted by Virginia S. Crowell (649)
Smith, William submitted by Orella Holloway Chadwick (650)
Smitherman, J. Denny submitted by J. Denny Smitherman (651)
Snow, A. C. submitted by Frances Snow (652)
Snow, Connie Boscon submitted by Thelma Snow Hobson (653)
Snow, Connie and Pearl submitted by Thelma Snow Hobson (654)
Snow, Dick submitted by Mrs. Faye Snow Armfield (655)
Snow, Elbert Somers submitted by Thomas Walter Perkins (656)
Snow, Elmer Lee and Lilly (Sis) Davis submitted by Cathy Snow Woodring (657)
Snow Sr., Frost submitted by Mrs. Lorene Snow Dockery (658)
Snow, Hasten Foster submitted by Carole Simpson (659)
Snow, Jordan Hall submitted by Thomas Walter Perkins (660)
Snow, Oscar Edward submitted by Leoda S. Stevens (661)
Snow, Plutina submitted by Creola Jones Slaydon (662)
Snow, Preston Hale submitted by Emma S. Bunker, Grace S. Cooke, Sara S. Sparger, Ruby York (663)
Snow, Robert William and Nancy Alberly submitted by Vertie Coe (664)
Snyder, Carol Evelyn Allen submitted by Evelyn Allen Snyder (665)
Sobotta, John submitted by Mrs. John Sobotta (666)
Southern, Joney Elzivan submitted by Golie Southern (667)
Soyars, James Robert submitted by Georgia Spoon (668)
Spainhour, Bevley and Elsie Scott submitted by Ellen Kennedy (669)
Sparger Family submitted by Miss Alma M. Sparger (670)
Sparger, James Henderson submitted by Miss Alma M. Sparger (671)
Sparger, Walter submitted by Ivylin Sparger Martin (672)
Spencer Family submitted by Glenda Stewart Wood (673)
Spencer and Gray Families submitted by C. W. Spencer (674)
Sprinkle Family submitted by Byrd Sprinkle (675)
Sprinkle, Stephen Venable submitted by Izzetta Sprinkle (676)
Stanley, Irvin and Ina submitted by Sandra Stanley White (677)
Stanley Sr., James Franklin submitted by Patricia S. Turner (678)
Stanley, Jesse submitted by Mrs. James Franklin Stanley, Sr. (679)
Stanley, Jesse and Sally Wilmoth submitted by Mildred Beamer Matthews (680)
Stanley, Morgan and Georgia submitted by Georgia F. Stanley (681)
Stanley, Richard J. and Elizabeth C. submitted by Mildred Beamer Matthews (682)
Stanley, T. E. and Nelia Dockery submitted by Mildred B. Matthews (683)
Stanley, William Richard submitted by Mrs. Pauline Hayworth and Miss Margaret Church (684)
Stewart, Raleigh Vance submitted by Jessie Atkins Stewart (685)
Strange-Hemric Family submitted by Betty Newman and Carleen McGlothlin (686)
Stone Family submitted by Luther N. Byrd (687)
Surfatt, Carlos P. submitted by Carlos Surfatt (688)
Sutphin, William Abner and Debby Ann Midkiff submitted by Grace Vaughn (689)
Stone, Dr. Wesley Monroe submitted by Mary Stone (690)
Sutphin, George Lee submitted by Margaret Ann Hiatt (691)
Swanson Family submitted by Nell Smith Briggs and Mrs. O. N. Swanson (692)
Swanson, William James submitted by Jo Hines Jones (693)
Swift, G. Washington submitted by Rebecca Luffman Calloway (694)
Sydnor, William Granville submitted by Shirley Sydnor Cox (695)
Taliaferro-Toliver-Lovill, John submitted by Cleve Lovill (699)
Tatum, Edward submitted by J. W. Tatum (700)
Taylor Family submitted by Steve Taylor (701)
Taylor, Daniel submitted by Alice Taylor Peele and Mae Taylor Powell (702)
Taylor, Perry and Margaret Inman submitted by Margaret Inman Taylor (703)
Thompsons of Lowgap submitted by Arlene Thompson Potter (704)
Thompson, Alphonso (Fonsie) submitted by Mary Ruth Childress (705)
Thompson, Columbus Franklin submitted by James E. Cockerham (706)
Thompson, Joe Layne submitted by Mrs. Mamie Cockerham Thompson (707)
Thompson Sr., Joseph submitted by James E. Cockerham (708)
Thompson, Neal submitted by Dennis Thompson (709)
Trotter Family submitted by Jeanette Trotter (710)
Trulove, John Clyde submitted by Maude F. Trulove (711)
Tucker, Aaron Andrew submitted by F. Leota Tucker Stauber (712)
Tucker, Charlie and Ollie Grogan submitted by Emma Jean Tucker (713)
Tucker, Emily Cockerham submitted by Emily Holder Southard (714)
Tucker, John submitted by Sam E. Tucker (715)
Tucker, John Hampton submitted by Sam E. Tucker (716)
Tucker, Samuel Edgar submitted by Sam E. Tucker (717)
Turpin Family submitted by Magdalene T. Comer (718)

Uptegrove, Isaac submitted by Gladys Lovell Uptegrove and Irene Lovell Wade (719)
Uptegrove Jr., Isaac submitted by Gladys Lovell Uptegrove and Irene Lovell Wade (720)
Uptegrove, William submitted by William Uptegrove, Gladys L. Uptegrove and Irene L. Wade (721)

Vaughn Ancestors submitted by Cleo V. Winkler (722)
Vaughn, Charles and Lucy submitted by Grace Vaughan (723)
Vaughn, Dock and Mattie submitted by Mrs. Hallie V. Gordon (724)
Venable, Joshua submitted by Marion F. Venable (725)
Venable, Stephen G. submitted by A. Maurice Dobbins and Fairy D. Wall (726)
Venable, Winston Coley and Sallie Etta Stone submitted by Mrs. Lester Gordon (727)
Vernon, John Rufus submitted by Andrea Hawks Sloop (728)
Vernon, Nehemiah submitted by Andrew Hawks Sloop (729)
Voglers submitted by Bessie Vogler (730)
Vogler, Hans George submitted by Bessie Vogler (730)
Vogler, Phillip Chistoph submitted by Bessie Vogler (730)
Vogler, Christoph submitted by Bessie Vogler (730)
Vogler, Gottlieb submitted by Bessie Vogler (730)
Vogler, William Franklin submitted by Bessie Vogler (730)
Vogler, Early Monroe submitted by Bessie Vogler (730)
Vogler, Christoph submitted by Susan Vogler Goings (731)
Voglers submitted by Susan V. Goings, Norma V. Kountz, Kent Vogler and Max Vogler (732)
Vogler, Early Monroe submitted by Susan Goings, Norma Kountz, Kent Vogler and Max Vogler (732)
Vogler, Jack Cowell submitted by Susan Goings, Norma V. Kountz, Kent Vogler and Max Vogler (732)
Vogler, Garland Ray submitted by Susan Goings, Norma V. Kountz, Kent Vogler and Max Vogler (732)
Vogler, Gottlieb submitted by Susan V. Goings, Norma V. Kountz, Kent Vogler and Max Vogler (732)
Vogler, Hans Georg submitted by Susan Vogler Goings (733)
Vogler, Jack submitted by Susan Vogler Goings (734)
Wallace Family submitted by Betty Lou Wallace (741)
Wallace, Johnathan Jehue "Gee" submitted by Betty Lou Wallace (741)
Wallace, Virginia C. White submitted by Betty Lou Wallace (741)
Wallace, Irvy O. and Mary Kapp submitted by Betty Lou Wallace (741)
Wallace, Irvy O and Lottie M. submitted by Betty Lou Wallace (741)
Wallace, Betty Lou submitted by Betty Lou Wallace (741)
Watson Family submitted by Elizabeth W. Matthews (742)
Watson, William Lacy submitted by Elizabeth W. Matthews (742)
Watson, James William "Bill" submitted by Elizabeth W. Matthews (742)
Watson, Levi submitted by Eleanor Blackburn Watson (743)
Watson, Pinkney W. submitted by Helen W. Johnson (744)
Watson, Vestal submitted by Helen Johnson (745)
Waugh, Colonel Harrison Moffett submitted by Franklin Folger (746)
Webb Family submitted by Eleanor Blackburn Watson (747)
Welch, George Calvin submitted by J. C. Folger (748)
Wellborn Family submitted by Margaret H. Wellborn and William Revere Wellborn, Jr., M.D. (749)
Wellborn Sr., Wm. Revere, M.D. submitted by Margaret Wellborn and Wm. R. Wellborn, Jr., M.D. (749)
Wellborn, Mrs. Wm. Revere submitted by Margaret Wellborn and Wm. Revere Wellborn, Jr., M.D. (749)
Wellborn Jr., Wm. Revere, M.D. submitted by Margaret Wellborn and Wm. R. Wellborn, Jr., M.D. (749)
Wells Family submitted by Clayton Columbus Wells (750)
Wells, William Thomas submitted by Clayton Columbus Wells (750)
Wells, George Edward submitted by Clayton Columbus Wells (750)
Whitaker, James submitted by James E. Cockerham (751)
Whitaker, Wesley submitted by Mrs. Virginia Simmons Lilly (752)
Whitaker, Wiley Greene submitted by Peggy Hardy (753)
Whitaker, William Gabe submitted by Ann Whitaker Gillespie (754)
White Family of Twin Oak submitted by James E. Cockerham (755)
White Family of Crutchfield and Little Richmond submitted by Mrs. Nina Hardy (756)
White, Charlie Cleveland and Edna Corder submitted by Brenda White Davis (757)
White, Henry C. submitted by Opal Joyce Melton (758)
White, James Lincoln and Addie Corder submitted by Lena White (759)
White, John Alvin submitted by Opal Joyce Melton (760)
White, John submitted by Opal Joyce Melton (761)
White, Lloyd and Minnie Key submitted by Vallie White (762)
White, Weldon submitted by Opal Joyce Melton (763)
Whitaker, Bruce E. submitted by Dr. Bruce E. Whitaker (764)
White, Richard C. White submitted by James E. Cockerham (765)
White, Ruben McKinley and Magie Williams submitted by Violet White Nixon (766)
White, William (Pap) submitted by Vallie White (767)
Willey Family of Zephyr submitted by James E. Cockerham (768)
Williams, Rev. Andrew Jackson submitted by Ola Williams Hendren (769)
Williams, George Steelman submitted by Stella Frances Hiatt Williams (770)
Williams, Miss Jo submitted by Ola Williams Hendren (771)
Williams, Willie Byrd submitted by Ola Williams Hendren (772)
Williamson, Early and Thursia submitted by Rev. Wayne Williamson (773)
Wilmouth-Beane Family submitted by Ralph Wilmouth Beane and Mary Beane Elam (774)
Wilmouth, Byrd and Rosa Ann Money submitted by Mazy Wilmouth (775)
Wilmouth, Columbus Jackson submitted by Susan Norman Wilmoth (776)
Wilmoth, Ezekiel submitted by Dovie Wilmoth Cude (777)
Wilmoth, Howard Daniel and Pearl Hardy submitted by Susan Norman Wilmoth (778)
Wilmath, Tyson Snow submitted by Dennis W. "Bud" Cameron (779)
Wilson, "Big John" submitted by Catherine Jackson Gates (780)
Wilson, Kenny submitted by Nollie Lowe Wilson (781)
Wolffs of Surry submitted by Gil Robertson, Glenna Hicks and Sadie Wolfe Byerly (782)
Wolff, Frederick and Maria Krieger submitted by Gil Robertson, Glenna Hicks & Sadie W. Byerly (782)
Wolfe, Wm. Harrison & Ruth J. Callaway submitted by Gil Robertson, Glenna Hicks & Sadie Byerly (782)
Wolfe, William Samuel submitted by Gil Robertson, Glenna Hicks and Sadie Wolfe Byerly (782)
Wolfe, Susan Ashby (Mrs. Wm. S. Wolfe) submitted by G. Robertson, Glenna Hicks and Sadie Byerly (782)
Wolfe, Frederick Gilmer submitted by Gil Robertson, Glenna Hicks and Sadie Wolfe Byerly (782)
Wolfe, David Fred submitted by Maurine McCall (783)
Wolfe, Daniel submitted by Sam Atkinson (784)
Wolfe, Henry N. and Rachel Isaacs submitted by Annie Lee Gentry (785)
Wolfe, William Basley submitted by Mrs. Carrie Casstevens (786)
Wolfe, William Basley and Mary Elizabeth (Bettie) Jones submitted by Carrie Atkins C. Wolfe (787)
Wolff M.D., Nathaniel Augustine submitted by Mary Taylor Maddrey (788)
Wolff, Dr. William A. and Mabel Ward from the Guilford College Bulletin, 19965 (789)
Wolz Family submitted by William K. Wolz (790)
Wood, Bertie Jane Gentry and Ransom Ulrick submitted by Lou Wood Goodwin (791)
Wood, John R. submitted by Barbara Matthews and Dorothy McCormick (792)
Wood-Lyons-Billings Family submitted by Clyde M. Powers (793)
Wood, Nannie Marie Woodruff and Culmer Hersal submitted by Lou Wood Goodwin (794)
Woodruff Family submitted by Delwood S. Jackson (795)
Woodruff, Elizabeth (Betsey) Carter and John P. submitted by Mrs. Leonard Mosley (796)
Woodruff, John T. submitted by Delwood S. Jackson (797)
Woodruff, Truman N. submitted by Foye W. Haynes and Charles W. Haynes (798)
Worrell, George and Lenore Dalton submitted by Esther Johnson (799)
Worrell, Prince and Alice Gates submitted by Esther Johnson (800)
Wright, Gideon submitted by Ruby Bray Canipe (801)
Wright, Grover Cleveland submitted by Alease Wright Lambert (802)
York, Mayberry "Mabe" and Esther "Hettie" (Kersey) submitted by Clayton Columbus Wells (803)
York, Cassell and Lucy Edwards submitted by Clayton Columbus Wells (803)
Marion, Adam submitted by Ola Marion Atkinson (not alphabetized)
Marion, Jeremiah submitted by Ola Marion Atkinson (not alphabetized)

A Surry Album: Our Communities at a Glance
Ararat, Eldora and Long Hill
Bannertown and Sheltontown
Beulah, Fisher Peak, Pine Ridge, Round Peak
Copeland, Level Cross, Pine Hill, Stony Knoll
Crutchfield, Fairview, Union Cross
Dobson, Surry's County Seat
Elkin
Flat Rock
Low Gap, Ladonia, Raven Knob, Fisher Peak
Mt. Airy
Mountain Park, State Road, Poplar Springs
Pilot Mountain
Rockford
Salem Fork, Union Cross
Shoals
Siloam
Toast, Franklin
Westfield, Indian Grove, Woodville, Asbury
White Plains

In Tribute: Pictorial Honor Pages:
Hester Bartlett Jackson
Daniel (Dan) Webster Hemmings
William Fred and Wilma Bennett Hinshaw Shores Family
Neil McKeithen Smith
Mosley-Moseley
W. B. and Edna Freeman Norman
William Revere Wellborn, Sr., M.D. (1882-1943)
Surry County Physicians
A Tribute to Education for Blacks and Edward Webb Presbyterian Church
Chef Betty Lou Wallace
Allen Kallam Family
McKauthan/McCoin, 1920
Harris/McBride
Carlos P. Surratt